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Background 
The Greater Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) have prepared a 
draft Joint Core Strategy (JCS) indicating that Hethersett could accommodate 
at least 1000 homes and associated development, plus possibly a share of a 
further 1800 homes not allocated to specific villages.  The JCS has now been 
agreed by the Councils and sent to the Government for testing.  The JCS will 
be examined by an independent Inspector later in 2010.  Assuming the JCS 
passes its examination, the Councils will then identify specific areas of land for 
development in the GNDP area, including at Hethersett. 

Hethersett Land Ltd, part of the Ptarmigan Land Group, is working with 
landowners to explore how the suggested housing strategy could best be 
delivered.  To help inform this process Hethersett Land commissioned JTP 
to engage local residents and stakeholders in an assessment of the issues 
and opportunities for Hethersett and its surrounding areas, including Little 
Melton, and to develop a new Vision for the future.  The Vision will help 
shape Hethersett Land’s submission to the JCS process. 

Hethersett Community Planning Process 
The Hethersett Community Planning Process took place during February 
and March 2010 and involved over four hundred people including residents, 
businesses and interest groups, who were encouraged to participate in 
the design and development of a new Vision for Hethersett.  The process 
culminated with a Community Planning Weekend on Friday 19 and Saturday 
20 March 2010 and the Vision was reported back to the community on 
Tuesday 23 March at Hethersett High School. 

Next steps
If the JCS is found to be sound by the Inspector at the Examination in Public 
in the summer, it is likely to be adopted in late 2010 or early 2011.   South 
Norfolk Council will then start to prepare a Site Allocations Development 
Plan document to identify the specific locations for housing within each 
identified growth settlement during 2011.  Ptarmigan Land is working towards 
submission of an outline planning application for land at Hethersett during 
2011.  If planning permission is granted, development of the site would be 
likely to commence in 2013.

A Vision for Hethersett 

View from the South West

View from the East

© Mike Page
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Why does this area need to grow?
• People are living longer and more are living alone, resulting in smaller 

households.  More houses are needed to accommodate this increase in 
households irrespective of changes in population.

• More people are in housing need and living in unsuitable accommodation, 
as not enough affordable houses have been built in recent years.

• The area is attractive for people to move into, for work or lifestyle reasons, 
parts of the area are particularly attractive to retirees.

• The area needs more infrastructure including affordable housing, which is 
not all going to be delivered through the public purse.  New infrastructure 
will be provided with new growth paid for by developers, which will benefit 
existing and new residents.

Housing supply is currently restricted and house prices are particularly high, 
despite the recession.  Based on an average wage in the area, average house 
prices are between 8.2 and 8.6 times higher than wages and in parts of 
Broadland the figure is 10 times more.  This puts a burden on the availability 
of affordable housing (rented and part ownership).  These factors have had a 
negative impact upon young local people, wanting to get onto the property 
ladder.  

The public sector cannot keep up with the demand because of a shortage 
of funds, leaving the private sector to fund affordable housing alongside the 
provision of market housing.

The public sector cannot fund all the infrastructure needed in the area, and 
needs developers to plug the infrastructure gaps.

Facts and Figures
• National population projections suggest if recent trends continue, the 

Greater Norwich area’s population will increase by 100,000 people 
between 2006 and 2031 to 468,000.

• Norfolk County Council’s own population projections are slightly lower 
than the national figures with an extra 93,000 estimated people between 
2006 – 2031.  However, the County Council’s household projections are 
significantly higher than the national figures with 58,000 new households 
likely to be formed in the GNDP area (in the period of 2011 and 2031) 
compared to 48,000.  The main reason for the difference is that Norfolk 
County Council believe that household size in Norwich is going to 
remain low, so population growth will lead to relatively higher growth in 
households. (Source: ONS, Norfolk County Council)

• The Government economic projections suggest that the area could expect 
job growth of 36,500 jobs with the increased population filling these 
positions requiring 42,300 new homes.

Possible Framework for Expansion  
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Community Planning Weekend

Over 350 people participated in the Vision for Hethersett Community 
Planning Weekend on Friday 19 and Saturday 20 March 2010 to discuss the 
proposed extension of the village.  Local people took part in two days of 
discussions, workshops and hands-on planning groups to explore local and 
site-specific issues and possible solutions and principles for growth.  Following 
the two public days the team from JTP analysed the outcomes and developed 
an illustrated Vision for the future, which was reported back to the community 
at 7pm on Tuesday 23 March at Hethersett High School.

Many people who attended the Weekend were opposed to the GNDP 
decision to allocate strategic housing growth to Hethersett.  However, a 
significant number accepted that new housing was inevitable and that it was 
therefore important to participate in the development of the proposals to 
ensure that what comes is appropriately designed to the highest quality and 
will bring benefits to Hethersett.

The Community Planning Weekend began on Friday with a workshop entitled 
‘Hethersett Today’ followed by an opportunity for everyone to be involved in 
‘Hands on Planning’ (HOP) - working around plans with JTP team members 
to explore community needs and physical design ideas.  Saturday started with 
a general workshop that focused on issues relating to ‘Hethersett Tomorrow’ 
and aspirations for the future that was followed by a further chance for 
everyone to be involved in HOP. 

During the Community Plannning Weekend people had a chance to work in 
small, facilitated ‘Hands on Planning’ (HOP) groups around plans with JTP team 
members to explore community needs and physical design ideas.   Topics 
included transport, green space, new community structure and sustainability 
among many others that helped to shape the Vision.  Below and on the right 
is a summary of two of the HOP groups. 

HOP “Sustain our village” 

the group agreed on the following key suggestions for the future 
growth:
1. Keep the village feel
2. Build a new centre
3. Reconfigure the schools
4. Build allotments for all to grow food
5. Provide green routes and cycle/bus links (more sustainable 

transport)
6. Reed bed sewerage
7. Sustainable drainage in the green valley
8. Car free zone
9. Trees in the street
10. Playing fields and community gardens for health and wellbeing

Key
1. Green country park to link Hethersett and the proposed development 

(“Braymeadow”)
2. Community facilities to be used by both sides
3. New development may be split up into several “hamlets” or neighbourhoods
4. Suggested are large gardens, space between houses and plenty of open space
5. Access via new main road, connecting with Watton Road, would prevent 

congestion
6. Use natural or existing boundaries to act as constraints to the development

5

2

3

1

6

4

HOP “Braymeadow” 
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Potential Benefits 
One of the Hands-on Planning groups looked specifically at how the developer’s 
contributions (through Section 106 agreements) could be used to benefit Hethersett. 

The key issue of education was discussed:  how existing schools could be expanded 
and what additional educational facilities would be required.  It was agreed that the 
high cost of building a new secondary school would necessitate a scale of development 
that was unlikely to be acceptable to the community.  It was felt that it would be better 
to provide a new Junior School on a new site to replace the existing Junior School, and 
that the existing Junior School site should be used to expand the existing High School.
Since the Community Planning Weekend there have also been discussions with Norfolk 
County Council about the possibility of relocating the school fields to the north of 
Back Lane.  This will be another option that will be explored.

The group also discussed sport and leisure provision in the village.  It was recognised 
that the Football Club needs a dedicated pitch, which could be upgraded to include a 
mini-stadium.  If the developer would grant the land in Trust to the Football Club, it was 
expected that the club would be able to raise the necessary funds for a mini-stadium 
from FA grants.  It was suggested that a new style youth drop-in Centre should be 
provided alongside the sports facilities.

There was a suggestion that a new Village Hall could be built on the Memorial Field 
Recreation Ground and that the existing Village Hall (on Back Lane) could become a 
dedicated sports and leisure facility.

It was hoped that the developer would provide a green infrastructure, along with wide 
green pedestrian/cycle ways through the village.

Key (ideas for new infrastructure the developer could fund): 
1. New library (the old library being demolished to broaden the green pathway   
 north-south)
2. New village hall
3. Youth Centre
4. Centre for the Elderly
5. Public Green
6. Toilets

Potential Benefits 
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Key Themes 

Scepticism about new development
Many participants at the Weekend were opposed to the GNDP decision to 
allocate strategic housing growth at Hethersett.  A common sentiment was, “leave 
us as we are!”  People are sceptical about the planning system and its ability to 
control and deliver quality housing developments.  Despite significant building in 
recent years, people feel few benefits have come to Hethersett as a result.  It is 
important to ensure that agreements are in place to ensure that promises are 
delivered and that future developments bring benefits.

“When we got the other estates we didn’t 
get an extra doctor, dentist, tinker, 
tailor, anything!”

Community involvement and influence
Many participants accepted that Hethersett’s prime location and good transport 
links meant that significant new housing is inevitable and that it is therefore 
important to participate in the development of the proposals to ensure that what 
comes is appropriately designed to the highest quality and will bring benefits to 
the village. The creation of a Village Forum could help ensure an open and 
transparent planning process to deliver the best possible development and ensure 
that the village benefits directly from the ‘planning gain’ through the Section 106 
agreement.

“If we’re going to get the development, 
get into the driving seat rather than 
being wrongfooted.”

Preserving Hethersett’s character
Hethersett is considered a good place to live and residents value its character and 
rural views.  The community is concerned that further development may damage 
the village identity and sense of community.  Future development should not 
replicate recent unpopular housing schemes, rather it should respect and preserve 
Hethersett’s character whilst enhancing facilities and infrastructure.  Hethersett 
should be kept as a distinct entity - there should be no coalescence with 
Wymondham, Little Melton or Norwich - and it should remain a separate and 
independent village community.

“Keep the village feel!”

Strengthening the ‘heart’ of Hethersett
Hethersett lost its village green in the 18th Century, and today has no distinct 
centre or ‘heart’.  Its shops and facilities are stretched out along Great Melton 
Road and the existing village centre has insufficient amenities, occasional traffic 
congestion and poor parking provision, particularly at Tesco.  The close proximity of 
the three schools within the centre exacerbates the traffic and parking problems.  
Many people expressed the aspiration for a remodelled village centre with a village 
green, but this may require physical change that other members of the community 
do not want. 

“We need a little focal point where you 
can meet people.”

Improving infrastructure
Water and sewerage infrastructure are currently strained and need significant 
improvement. The health centre is at full capacity and participants complain of the 
time it takes to get an appointment now. The schools currently struggle to provide 
sufficient places for Hethersett children and new housing will necessitate significant 
investment in education. New development can address the need for improved 
infrastructure in Hethersett by agreeing priorities through Section 106 agreements.  
Any proposal to build a new high school in Hethersett would require a scale of 
housing development that residents do not want.  One less costly option would be 
to provide a new Junior School on a site in the new development to allow the 
High School to expand. 

“Infrastructure is groaning at the 
moment.”

Layout of the new development
The new development should minimise impact on existing housing retaining green 
and open aspects where possible.  It should not be one mass of new housing but 
be split up into a series of smaller neighbourhoods or hamlets that enhance the 
existing character of the village.  Natural or existing boundaries can act as 
constraints to the development, thereby preventing undesirable coalescence.  
There should be good connections between the new and existing housing to 
ensure integration and promote walking and cycling.

“We want a clear buffer zone between 
Wymondham and Hethersett.”

Sports and recreation
There is not sufficient open recreational space in Hethersett for a village of its size.  
The football club has outgrown the existing capacity for playing and training in the 
village and needs a new, dedicated facility with pitches, changing rooms and a 
clubhouse.  Provision for teenagers (other than sport) are inadequate and Scouts 
and Guides are well supported, but need bigger premises, and not all teenagers 
want to join a specific ‘organisation’.

Sustainable housing
New housing should be designed to be low energy with minimum impact on the 
environment and local infrastructure.  Combined heat and power provision may 
also provide benefits to the existing village.  A range of housing is required to 
meet local need as well as be attractive to incomers, especially for first time 
buyers.  To create a sustainable community the range of accommodation could 
include self commissioned housing to attract people who aspire to build or 
commission their own homes. 

“We want the village to be for everyone, 
not just the old ones who are here 
already. There should be lots of open 
space so new people can integrate!”

Open spaces and access to the countryside
There is a shortage of attractive open space in the village suitable for all ages and 
leisure uses, and many participants would like a village green with a pond. One 
suggestion is to create a “South Green” by the Kings Head. The recreation ground 
could be improved, and more street trees provided.  Although there are several 
public footpaths, access to the surrounding countryside could be improved by 
provision of green links incorporating walking paths and cycle ways.  Allotments 
are needed, and other means of promoting local food production. The richness of 
local wildlife must be preserved, and its habitats protected and enhanced.

“We live in a village but don’t have much 
access to green space.”

Movement and Transport
The village suffers from congestion at certain times and parking is a problem, 
particularly near Tesco.  Main roads are dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists and 
there is concern about how extra traffic will be accommodated. The bus service 
to Norwich and Wymondham is good during the day, but poor in the evening, 
when the park and ride is closed, so access to Norwich for evening leisure is 
dependent on cars.  A circular bus around the village should be considered and 
Hethersett and Little Melton would benefit from a cycle route linking the villages.  
The campaign to provide a cycle route to local employment destinations (UEA, 
the Research Park, the hospital) should be supported.

“A real cultural change is needed – we’re 
far too dependent on car use.”
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The Vision for the Future of Hethersett
Following the Community Planning Weekend the team from John Thompson
& Partners incorporated the key ideas raised by local people into a vision for
the future growth of the village, based on sustainable eco-village principles and local 
design traditions. The masterplan on the left shows Hethersett’s proposed expansion 
to the north of the village in a series of small hamlets, each separated from one 
another and from the existing village by green wedges of productive landscape, new 
wetland and pedestrian and cycle paths.  A secondary village centre is proposed 
linking old and new, and will provide new facilities at the edge of a picturesque village 
green – termed North Green.  A network of new green open spaces is proposed, 
linking a new South Green at the entrance to the village opposite the King’s Head 
pub through a new Mid Green adjacent to the existing village centre, to North 
Green.  

Key
1. Eco Corridor: with allotments, SUDS swales, community orchards, play space, 

paths
2. Green Buffer: landscaped open space separating new hamlets from the existing 

village.
3. “Norfolk hamlet”: traditional low density settlement with central focal point 

open space.
4. Existing Village Centre: with environmental improvements and traffic calming
5. Expansion of High School: existing Primary School redeveloped for High School 

expansion
6. Business Zone: area west of meat processing plant identified for business use
7. Secondary Village Centre: with shops, cafe, pub, parking, events space, farmers 

market
8. North Village Green: cricket green and pavilion, seating areas, public art 

installation
9. New community primary school: with playing fields, multi use games are
10. New community medical centre: GP surgery, dental practice, car parking
11. Football arena: with full size football pitch and training area with viewing 

terraces
12. Woodland activity zone: with zip slides, assault course, natural play area, BMX 

bike track
13. Wetland/ Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDS) landscape: with bird hides, 

boardwalks, interpretive signage, footpath links
14. New junction of Colney Lane with B1172: with segregated cycle route to 

Watton Road.
15. Upgraded Back Lane: to form principal access to new hamlets and secondary 

village centre.
16. Mid Village Green: new picturesque village green adjacent to existing village 

centre
17. South Village Green: new, expanded south village green
18. Traditional Villa development: low density homes
19. Care Home and supported housing: residential care home with supported 

housing
20. Agricultural row houses and allotments: new allotments and integrated row 

housing
21. Allotments/ productive landscape: green barrier to ensure barrier to 

coalescence
22. Expanded Park and Ride
23. Proposed development by others 

The Vision for the Future of Hethersett (illustrating 1100 homes)

23
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South Village Green
A picturesque and attractive gateway open space is proposed to the south of the 
village at the junction of the B1172 and the Old Norfolk Road.   This public space 
will create a welcoming arrival point for Hethersett, with duck ponds and high quality 
landscaping on either side of the main road, and pathways with park benches. The 
main road could be resurfaced where it passes through the Green using natural 
paving materials to slow vehicles down.  This expanded and improved village green 
could act as a spill out space for the existing Kings Head pub during warm weather, 
and would help to reinforce Hethersett’s identity for residents and passers by as a 
pleasant, traditional Norfolk village. 

The Green would be overlooked by a limited number of new homes to provide a 
backdrop for the open space and ensure that public areas are passively ‘supervised’ 
and do not attract any antisocial behaviour, but retains its value for local people.  The 
new homes are envisaged as clusters of traditional ‘almshouse’ style terraces, and a 
few generously proportioned traditional 2 storey detached villas in large gardens 
which will reinforce the attractive character of the village from the B1172.

Our proposals show that the existing green barrier between Wymondham and 
Hethersett would be strengthened by the setting aside of land at the southwest 
corner of the village at the junction of New Road and Norwich Road, for a 
productive landscape for the local community.  This could take the form of allotments 
and a community orchard, and some space reserved for educational purposes linked 
to the area’s schools.  The positioning of the productive landscape in this area would 
ensure that the visual separation between Wymondham and Hethersett would be 
preserved, and the two settlements would retain their own identities in the future 
and avoid coalescing.

Key
17.  South Village Green:  new, expanded south village green
18.  Traditional Villa development:  low density homes
21.  Allotments/ productive landscape:  green barrier to ensure barrier to coalescence

The Vision for the Future of Hethersett 
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The Vision for the Future of Hethersett 

Mid Village Green
The existing village ‘high street’ of Great Melton Road/Queens Road currently 
provides limited commercial opportunities for a settlement of Hethersett’s existing 
population, and commercial opportunities are presently highly constrained by the lack 
of available parking in the vicinity.  Residents have also commented that the village 
centre would benefit from a focal point open space near the centre which could 
improve the perception of the village.

Whilst outwith the land ownership of Hethersett Land Ltd, the proposals recognise 
the importance of the existing village centre for the village and propose that 
environmental improvements and traffic calming measures should be undertaken 
as part of the proposed settlement expansion to the north.  Lack of available space 
and parking would suggest that expansion of retail or cultural facilities in the existing 
centre would be problematic though, and new facilities may be better located in a 
secondary village centre to serve the proposed village expansion, as well as providing 
more choice for existing villagers.

Space has been identified however for the creation of a picturesque village green, 
termed Mid Green, adjacent to the village centre and accessed from Queens Road. 
This would provide a welcome new open space for the community and would 
enhance the village centre and help to reinforce Hethersett’s identity as an attractive 
Norfolk village, complete with village green.  The newly formed Mid Green would 
be overlooked by some new homes, and would help link the village centre via the 
existing path beside the school playing fields, to the proposed new development to 
the north of the village.

The Vision anticipates that with the planned village expansion the need for additional 
secondary schooling could be met by the expansion of the High School. 

Key 
4. Existing Village Centre:  with environmental improvements and traffic calming 
5. Expansion of High School:  existing Primary School redeveloped for High School    
 expansion
16. Mid Village Green:  new picturesque village green adjacent to existing village      
 centre
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Secondary Village Centre
With the space and parking constraints that the existing village centre currently 
exhibits, the Vision shows a secondary village centre being created at the interface 
between the existing village and the proposed new residential hamlets to the north 
of Back Lane.  This secondary centre would be a mixed use development of shops, 
homes, a cafe, a pub/restaurant, a new medical centre with GP’s surgery and a dental 
practice, and a forum for farmers markets and community events. The Centre would 
be linked to and integrated with the existing Village Hall, and would be designed to 
accommodate ample car parking and ease of movement for all users.  The creation 
of this secondary centre would alleviate some pressure on the existing village centre, 
provide adequate parking spaces to meet local needs and allow support facilities to 
grow to meet the villages’ needs.

A new football arena is located immediately to the north of the secondary centre, 
and would include a full size football pitch with viewing terraces, changing facilities 
and a practice area, and would hopefully support the continued success of the local 
football teams in future years.

A third village green, North Green, is integrated with the secondary village centre, 
and would provide a new cricket pitch and pavilion, as well as space for families to 
picnic, stroll, relax or socialise.  The relocated and expanded junior/primary school is 
located adjacent to North Green, and would be a state of the art facility with playing 
fields and a multi use games area.

An existing block of woodland to the north of the proposed football arena is 
identified as a possible location for a teenagers’ adventure park – an area where zip 
slides, bmx bike tracks and natural play facilities could be integrated sensitively within 
the woodland environment.

Our design strategy to translate the Council’s plans to expand Hethersett, is that of 
creating a series of distinct hamlets each separated from one another and from the 
existing village by a network of green buffers and eco corridors, which will be well 
landscaped and will include play spaces, areas of productive landscaping and orchards, 
swales to carry stormwater, and footpaths and cycle routes. 

Key
7. Secondary Village Centre:  with shops, cafe, pub, parking, events space, farmers  
 market 
8. North Village Green:  cricket green and pavilion, seating areas, public art    
 installation
9. New community primary school:  with playing fields, multi use games area 
10. New community medical centre:  GP surgery, dental practice, car parking
11. Football arena:  with full size football pitch and training area with viewing terraces
12. Woodland activity zone:  with zip slides, assault course, natural play area, BMX  
 bike track

The Vision for the Future of Hethersett 
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The Vision for the Future of Hethersett 

Business Zone and New Wetlands
The existing overhead power lines to the north of Hethersett serve to contain 
potential development in this area, and will prevent future development from ever 
coalescing with Little Melton.  The proposals envisage that the power lines act as a 
barrier to residential development, and that the space adjacent to the power lines 
could be developed as a new wetland area, helping to increase biodiversity in the 
locale, whilst also serving an essential function in providing stormwater retention 
ponds in response to global warming/ anticipated changing weather patterns. 
Birdhides, boardwalks, nature paths and interpretive signage would attract visitors to 
this area and promote access to the countryside, strengthening the high quality of 
life already available in Hethersett.

Further north of the power lines is the existing meat processing plant, adjacent to 
which in the proposals we have located a proposed business zone, detached from 
the main residential areas but nevertheless easily accessible by foot or bicycle, as well 
as by vehicles.

Key
6. Business Zone:  area west of meat processing plant identified for business use
13.  Wetland/SUDS landscape:  with bird hides, boardwalks, interpretive signage,       
 footpath links
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Hethersett East
Our analysis of the landscape context around Hethersett suggests that the land to the 
south of the B1172 Norwich Road is of a higher cultural and aesthetic sensitivity than 
elsewhere, and is characterised by its parkland landscape, the church and some large 
discreet properties.  Generally the Vision is to retain this area’s existing character, and 
to make only relatively modest interventions which would fit well within the landscape.

The proposals show a proposed new care home facility set within the existing pockets 
of woodland, which would comprise of a large central building set within a cluster 
of several smaller pavilions, in a similar way that a period country house may have 
supporting outbuildings integrated into its setting.  This arrangement would be accessed 
via a tree lined avenue and would create an attractive new vista from Norwich Road 
which would be in keeping with its location.

A small number of allotments and row houses would be integrated into the pastoral 
landscape, and shielded from the B1172 by a copse of existing mature woodland. 
These homes would offer the opportunity for a highly sustainable way of life in close 
proximity to the land for a small number of ‘pioneers’, giving them the opportunity to 
produce much of their own food.

Sustainable development principles will be at the heart of the proposals to expand 
Hethersett, and this will be evident in the plans to expand the existing park and ride 
facility to the east of the village at the A47/ A11 junction and to form an additional 
access road to the park and ride car park directly from the A11 to reduce pressure on 
this busy roundabout during peak travel times. 

Key 
1. Eco Corridor:  with allotments, SUDS swales, community orchards, play space,   
 paths 
2. Green Buffer :  landscaped open space separating new hamlets from the existing     
 village
14.  New junction of Colney Lane with B1172:  with segregated cycle route to Watton     
 Road
19.  Care Home and supported housing:  residential care home with supported        
 housing
20.  Agricultural row houses and allotments:  new allotments and integrated row    
 housing
22.  Extended Park & Ride

The Vision for the Future of Hethersett 


